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 Beaujolais Villages, France

Chateau de la Chaize Fleurie 2020 

SKU 840214 | 12x750 ml | $18.99 Wholesale

Winery Information 
Chateau de la Chaize is among the oldest, most historic estates in the Beaujolais 
region. Cared for by the same family for nearly three and a half centuries.  

The estate has been passed on to the new owners, the Gruy family, who are equally 
committed to managing the estate with the utmost care, while implementing an 
ambitious environmental plan. Among many initiatives is the conversion of all 
vineyards to organic farming, the adoption of precision viticulture, reducing their 
carbon footprint and recycling every by-product from viti- and vinicultural activity, to 
achieve zero waste.

Reviews 
90 Points - Wine Enthusiast: “This rich, juicy wine full of black fruits and ripe 
tannins is set for long-term aging. The wine’s density and acidity enhance its 
potential.” -Roger Voss, Mar 2023

Hand harvested from a selection of different vineyard sites within Fleurie, from 40 
year old vines. Grapes are transported from the vineyard in small, vented crates 
which prevent them from getting crushed and prematurely oxidizing. Fermentation 
takes place in stainless steel tanks using indigenous yeasts with semi-carbonic 
maceration 50% Burgundian (destemmed) and 50% whole cluster. Pumping-over is 
practiced without punching down, to preserve the fruit and freshness of the wine.50% 
of the Wien is aged in oak vats and 50% in concrete vats for 12 months. 

Soil: Granite | Vine age: 40 years | Harvest: Hand picked | Yeast: natural 

Certified HVE, working towards Certified Organic and then Biodynamic. 

Ruby red with purple highlights. Beautiful balance between ripe red fruits and 
ethereal floral notes. A remarkable finesse, silky tannins, persistent notes of red 
fruits, freshness and spices.
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